MODEL ININ-32 ININ-POOL STEP
FEATURES & SPECIFICATIONS


VINYL WORKS CANADA manufactures this Step System to meet or exceed APSP/ANSI
requirements for in-pool steps / ladders



The Model IN-32 Step is manufactured using maintenance free resins to maintain strength & color.
Stainless hardware is used for years of worry free use



The system is designed for 300 lb capacity (one person). It is a stable system; ideal for every day
use and easier to climb as compared to a conventional in-pool ladder



The Step System is packaged so it can be shipped via courier (one carton total)



The System utilizes double handrails for greater safety and ease of entering & exiting the pool.
Clearance between handrails is 28.50" (32 inches out to out)



All treads measure 8.5" x 28". This makes the system very easy to climb when entering and exiting
the pool



The system is extremely easy to assemble, most of the components simply snap together



The unit includes both deck mount flanges and front mount flanges (with hardware) that can be
used to mount directly to a pool deck. Range of adjustment of the flanges are for deck surfaces
measuring 44" minimum to 60" maximum (measured from floor of flat bottom pool ~ bottom of pool
step)



Minimum obstruction of swimming space ~ unit occupies only 22" within the pool (ideal for smaller
pools)



Smoothly rounded base allows step to be stable and not damage the pool liner. A ladder or stair
pad can be used for additional protection if desired (sold separately)



The step system is designed to prevent entrapment while allowing great circulation of the pool
water (both through the side frames and through the tread risers)



All stair treads have been designed with a non-slip surface for safe use



The risers are embossed with no diving and no jumping signs for safety reminder



Each unit includes explicit installation instructions and all necessary hardware for proper
assembly. Vinyl Works Canada’s toll free customer service number is printed on all instruction
sheets should any customer need assistance



VINYL WORKS CANADA reserves the right to change or alter the manufacturing specifications
within the specified code restrictions. If there should be any questions regarding this or any of our
other products please do not hesitate to contact our customer service department at toll free 1877-VINYL WK

REMEMBER, NOTHING REPLACES PARENTAL SUPERVISION ~ SWIM SAFELY !

